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The fol lqwing is the prepared text of remarks by Massachusetts 
Governor Michael S. Dukakis to municipal investors, Morgan Guaranty 
Hall, New York: 

The past ten months have been extremely difficult for the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The Bay State-•-its government and its 
people--has had to devote an extraordinary amount of time and attention 
to what many .thought was an· insurmountable job: balancing the· state's 
buaget. 

I'm proud to say that last Saturday we signed a balanced budget 
into law. 

What has faced Massachusetts this year now threatens a growing number 
of other states. Yet it found the courage and the political will to do 
what had to be done. Spending has been cut, taxes to pay our way have 
been raised, and the state is now on a solid financial footing . 
Investment in Massachusetts is a sound investment. 

Our new administration took office in January of 1975, halfway 
through the fiscal 1975 year. Agency budget requests for the 1976 
fiscal year on the desk of the new Secretary of Administration and 
Finance in January came close to the staggering sum of $4 billion. 
It was clear that those budget requests could not be met without 
driving the state into bankruptcy . 

As we dug deeper, the problem became how to get through fiscal 
1975. Agency heads were ordered to cut spending to the barest essentials. 
A new Welfare Commissioner was appointed to end the chaotic administrative 
practices which threatened to bankrupt both the state and the providers 
of welfare services . 

By late spring, the alternative was clear. The state had to clean 
its slate and start paying its bills on time. Welfare bills from 
hospitals, pharmacies and doctors dated back to 1968. To pay them and 
to ·eliminate the deficit for fisc.al year 1975, I proposed and the 
Legislature enacted a one-time-only $450 million bond issue. This 
five-year bond issue is being paid off through $110 million in special 
taxes which have bfilfil. s:Qecif ically earma!:kfili tQ.. ruty off the bond iss~. 

That step was only the beginning. What had been automatic cost-of
living pay raises for state employees were suspended. Single, employable 
people were removed from the General Relief rolls. For the first time in 
memory an accounting was done to determine exactly how many people worked 
for the state. A single, consolidated AFDC Welfare~ grant system replaced 
the old system of numerous special grants, a system which produced little 
except confusion and contributed directly to the state's dismal error rate. 

Unquestionably, the toughest decision of 1975 was the fiscal 1976 
budget . Having inherited agency requests of nearly $4 billion, it was 
essential that we cut almost a billion dollars from that total. After 
careful and extended debate over what to cut and what to leave in the 
budget, I signed the $3.013 billion budget on November 8th. 
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That: burlget is some $J80 million less than Lrnt year's but!get. 
The revenues needed to balance it will come from a $36L~ million 
ta~{ package. 

Some of th8 cuts made were extremely painful ones--particularly 
those \•lhich cut back on social progr-'=:uns which I, the lE•aders of the 
Legit, lature, and a great 111any citizcms hav,~ worked years to creatE:>. 

All of our choices were difficult. Aud ci}l unpleosant. But I [Hn 

prbud of the fact that we wPre able to com~ ~o t~rms with a staggering 
.deficit. And I'm confident that "Massachusetts will never again find 
itself with the kind of financial dilemma it faced this year. 

Now, we must turn our efforts to making Massachusetts one of the 
-bE':!st-run states in the country. This administration is firmly 
committed to doing everything it can to show that Massachusetts can 
offer resources to new busines s that can be found in no other state. 
We have a hiihly skilled and motivated labor force, rich academic 
resources, and ~reative and exciting new economic development programs. 

We have shown that it can be done. 

Now we can begin to focus on the future of our state: a future 
which I'm confident will be firmly rooted in the sound fisc.al coun;e 
we have set this year. 
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